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AN ACT to amend and reenact section twenty, article eighteen, chapter thirty-one of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, relating to the authorized limit on borrowing of the West Virginia housing development fund and increasing said limit from seven hundred million dollars to nine hundred million dollars.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:

That section twenty, article eighteen, chapter thirty-one of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, be amended and reenacted to read as follows:

ARTICLE 18. WEST VIRGINIA HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FUND.


1 The aggregate principal amount of bonds and notes issued by the housing development fund shall not exceed nine hundred million dollars outstanding at any one time:

Provided, That in computing the total amount of bonds and notes which may at any one time be outstanding, the principal amount of any outstanding bonds or notes refunded or to be refunded either by application of the proceeds of the sale of any refunding bonds or notes of the housing development fund or by exchange for any such refunding bonds or notes, shall be excluded.
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